
CCS Discrete Math I Professor: Padraic Bartlett

Homework 3: Recursion!

Due Friday, Week 2 UCSB 2014

Do three of the six problems below! Prove all of your claims. If you’ve seen some of
these problems before, try the ones you have not seen first.

1. Return to our Tower of Hanoi problem, and add the following second condition: when
we transfer disks from peg to peg in our system below, we can never send a disk
directly from A to C or vice-versa: in other words, each move must be to or from the
middle peg.

A B C

Show that it is still possible to move all of the plates from the left peg to the right
peg. What is the smallest number of moves that are needed to do this?

2. Show that when we run the algorithm that solves problem 1 above, we will actually
encounter every single possible way to stack n disks on three poles.

3. Draw n lines in the plane. As we noticed in class, this divides the plane up into
distinct regions. Some of these regions are unbounded, meaning they take up an
infinite amount of area, while others can be bounded, in that they take up only a
finite amount of area.

What is the maximum possible number of bounded regions?

4. Draw n circles with positive radius in the plane. Again, this divides the plane up
into various regions. What is the maximum number of possible regions that we can
create?
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5. Recall from class that J(n) is the Josephus number for n. Define

H(n) = J(n + 1) − J(n).

In class, we proved that J(2n) = 2J(n)−1 and that J(2n+1) = 2J(n)+1, for n ≥ 1;
consequently, we have

H(2n) = J(2n + 1) − J(2n)

= (2J(n) + 1) − (2(J(n) − 1)

= 2, and

H(2n + 1) = J(2n + 2) − J(2n + 1)

= (2(J(n + 1) − 1) − (2(J(n) + 1)

= 2(J(n + 1) − J(n)) − 2

= 2H(n) − 2.

Therefore, it would seem possible that we could prove that H(n) = 2 for all n by
induction; for any even n we have that our claim holds, and for any odd n we can use
induction to see that if H(n) = 2, then H(2n + 1) = 2 ·H(n) − 2 = 2 · 2 − 2 = 2.

But: this cannot be true, as (for example) H(7) = J(8)− J(7) = 1− 7 = −6. What’s
wrong with our proof by induction above?

6. Take n coins C1, C2, . . . Cn. Suppose that for each k, the coin Ck has a 1
2k+1 chance

that it comes up heads when flipped, and otherwise comes up tails.

Take each of our coins and flip them. What are the chances that the total number
of heads is odd? (Hint: set up a recurrence relation for pn, the probability that the
number of heads is odd when n coins are flipped.)
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